
Notes Math-1700-es31 2016 January 26

Sequenes and series

A sequene is a funtion whose domain onsists only of integers. (It s not neessary that all integers be-

long to the domain, just that nothing else does.) To emphasize that we re onsidering a sequene, people

often write fn instead of f(n) when f is a sequene (and n is an integer in its domain). In fat, `f ' is not

a very ommon name for a sequene; `a' and `x' (or letters near them) are muh more ommon. Similarly,

the argument of a sequene is usually denoted by a letter near the middle of the alphabet (usually between

`i' and `n'), sine these letters are often used for integers. (Still, as with any other variable, you an use

any letter that you like in priniple.) There is also some redundant terminology: instead of speaking of the

input (or argument) and output (or value) of a funtion, we speak of an index and term of a sequene.

For example, if an = (−2)
n
, then the term with index 3 is a3 = (−2)

3
= −8. (Sometimes people say that 8

is the 3rd term, but this really only works if an is unde�ned when n < 1.)
Sine Calulus is about ontinuously varying quantities and a sequene has only disrete values (at

most one for eah integer), there s not muh Calulus to be done with a sequene. Nevertheless, there is

some: you an onsider the limit of a sqeuene approahing in�nity (or negative in�nity). That is, while

lim
n→c

an (for �nite c),
dan
dn

, and

w
an dn don t make sense, nevertheless lim

n→∞
an and lim

n→−∞
an an make

sense. I ll fous on the �rst of these, whih you an all simply the limit of the sequene, beause many

of our sequenes will only be de�ned at natural numbers; however, limits approahing negative in�nity re-

ally aren t muh di�erent.

Sometimes it s onvenient to think of a sequene as the restrition to integers of some more general

funtion. For example, if you re working with the sequene an = 3n2
, then you an think of the funtion

f(x) = 3x2
; while f is de�ned for all real numbers and a is de�ned only for integers, otherwise they are

the same thing. Sine lim
x→∞

f(x) = ∞, this tells us that lim
n→∞

an = ∞ too. So most of the time, you an

work out the limit of a sequene in the same way that you work out any other limit approahing in�ni-

ty. If an = f(n) for n an integer and f has a limit (possibly in�nite) approahing in�nity, then a has the

same limit; this is a theorem. However, it s possible that a has a limit even when f does not, for example

if f(x) = sin (πx). This has no limit as x → ∞, sine all values between −1 and 1 are taken for arbitrarily

large values of x. When n is an integer, however, sin (πn) = 0, so the limit of the sequene an = sin (πn)
(whih is really just the sequene an = 0) is 0.

There are some more systemati ways of turning a sequene into a funtion that s de�ned everywhere

(or almost everywhere). These involve the �oor and eiling operations: the �oor ⌊x⌋ of a real number x

is the largest integer that s not larger than x, and the eiling ⌈x⌉ of x is the smallest integer that s not

smaller than x. Ever sine you �rst learnt to round numbers up and down, you ve been using these opera-

tions, even if you didn t have names for them; for example, ⌊2.37⌋ = 2 (round down to the nearest integer),

and ⌈2.37⌉ = 3 (round up to the nearest integer). An important inequality about �oors and eilings is

⌊x⌋ ≤ x ≤ ⌈x⌉.

As long as x is itself frational (that is not an integer), then

⌊x⌋ < x < ⌈x⌉,

and in that ase you also have

⌊x⌋+ 1 = ⌈x⌉.

(But integers are an exeption; if x is an integer, then ⌊x⌋, ⌈x⌉, and x are all equal to eah other.)

Using these, we an onvert any sequene into a funtion de�ned more generally: if a is a sequene,

then we an onsider a⌊x⌋ and a⌈x⌉. If a is de�ned for all integers, then these will be de�ned for all values

of x; even if a isn t de�ned for all integers, still a⌊x⌋ and a⌈x⌉ will be de�ned for many more real numbers.

And now we have this theorem:

lim
x→∞

a⌊x⌋ = lim
n→∞

an = lim
x→∞

a⌈x⌉.
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These funtions a⌊x⌋ and a⌈x⌉ are unusual, sine they are (for most sequenes) disontinuous at every inte-

ger, but they an be handy to think about.

You an see a piture of these in Figure 9.11 on page 508 of the textbook. (The textbook is using this

piture for a di�erent purpose, although it is related, as you ll see later on.) In this piture, they begin

with a funtion f and then onstrut a sequene a out of it by de�ning an = f(n). Then on the top (Fig-

ure 9.11.a), they draw the graph of y = f(x) in blue along with a graph of y = a⌊x⌋ = f(⌊x⌋) in magen-

ta; on the bottom (Figure 9.11.b), they draw a graph of y = f(x) in blue again but now with a graph of

y = a⌈x⌉ = f(⌈x⌉) in magenta. You ll notie that the sequene and all three of the other funtions tend to

the same limit (whih in this ase is 0).

Series

I wrote above that you an t do muh Calulus on sequenes; in partiular, I remarked that the deriva-

tive

dan
dn

and integral

w
an dn don t make sense. Ultimately, this is beause dn, an in�nitesimal (in�nitely

small) but non-zero hange in n, doesn t make sense when n takes only integer values; the smallest possi-

ble non-zero hange in n is a hange by 1, whih is not in�nitely small.

But there is something analogous to derivatives and integrals. The analogue to derivatives is the dif-

ferene ∆an = an+1 − an. Whereas the derivative is de�ned as a limit of di�erene quotients, the di�er-

ene simply is a di�erene quotient where the hange in n is ∆n = 1. (Stritly speaking, this symbol `∆'

should only ome before the name of a sequene to de�ne a new sequene; ∆an means (∆a)n, not ∆(an).
In pratie, people write it in front of any expression involving n, as I did just a bit ago in writing ∆n, but

this only works if you �x an independent variable n ahead of time. Unfortunately, sequenes do not have

an analogue of the di�erential that will automatially take are of hanging from one variable to another.)

The analogue to an integral is a series, whih is the result of adding up some of the terms of a se-

quene. (This word an be onfusing, in two ways. The �rst is a quirk of grammar: the plural of `series'

is just `series' again. You an say `serieses' as the plural, although this is nonstandard, but using `serie' as

the singular is just plain wrong. The other onfusing thing is that, in ordinary language, `sequene' and

`series' mean basially the same thing; but in mathematis, a sequene is the more basi onept, and a

series is a sum that you build out of a sequene.)

Like di�erenes, a �nite series has no Calulus in it; you just add up some numbers. For example,

7∑

n=3

n2 = (3)
2
+ (4)

2
+ (5)

2
+ (6)

2
+ (7)

2
= 135.

Stritly speaking, this is analogous to a proper integral suh as

w 8

x=3
x2 dx. Atually, this is more than just

an analogy: a series is an integral, albeit one whose Calulus ontent is trivial. Spei�ally,

j∑

n=i

an =
w j+1

x=i
a⌊x⌋ dx =

w j

x=i−1
a⌈x⌉ dx.

Sine these are integrals of pieewise-onstant funtions, working them out is easy and just results in the

original sum. So you don t want to evaluate a series by turning it into an integral; still, it an be handy

to know that this an be done, beuase we know a lot of theorems about integrals that now automatially

apply to series.

Besides this, we also onsider in�nite series, whih are analogous to in�nite improper integrals. Just

as

w ∞

x=a
f(x) dx is de�ned as lim

b→∞

w b

x=a
f(x) dx, so an in�nite series is de�ned as a limit of �nite series:

∞∑

n=i

an = lim
j→∞

j∑

n=i

an.
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(As with in�nite integrals, you an also replae i with −∞, but we won t be doing that very often.) Now

there is a limit (and hene Calulus) involved even for sequenes. If this limit onverges (to a �nite real

number), then we say that the in�nite series onverges (to that number); otherwise, it diverges. Some-

times it s useful to say that it diverges to ∞ or −∞ (if it does), but this still ounts as divergene.

You an also write

∞∑

n=i

an =
w ∞

x=i
a⌊x⌋ dx;

that is, an in�nite series isn t merely analogous to an in�nite improper integral, it atually is an in�nite

improper integral, even if trying to evaluate this integral just turns it bak into the series. Again, look at

Figure 9.11.a on page 508 of the textbook; this time, ignore the funtion f and its blue urve, but notie

how the area under the magenta stairase (whih is the graph of a⌊x⌋, so the area under it is the integralw ∞

x=1
a⌊x⌋ dx) represents the in�nite sum a1 + a2 + · · · =

∑∞
n=1

an.
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